
 

Guillermou

Freedom is in the �ght, let's not give any lost battle as long as the people respond with unity. It takes

awareness and a lot of courage to come out victorious against the tyranny of the Great Reset, the WHO,

the WEF and the UN that seek to implement their own agenda, which does not allow discussion, any

arguments or challenges to their predetermined purpose as an instrument to implement their program for

an absolutist global dictatorship. Nations must preserve their interdependence in the face of a globalism

of unelected leaders, a globalism that loves power and money and despises freedom.

Now is the time to draw up a master plan for organic sustainable growth and world development based on

the global allocation of all �nite resources and the independence of nations. Human beings, we must stop

them before we, along with our descendants and future generations, experience horrors far beyond even

crimes against humanity. The WHO is the globalists' conduit for control over humanity. They drain our

resources, serve our enemies, and continue to work to establish a global dictatorship over everyone and

everything. The WHO has many ambitions; but improving our health and supporting our rights are not

among them.

The governance of the WHO constitutes an unprecedented fascism. 194 unelected puppets from all our

countries, pretending to represent us, keep preparing to erase our rights. The personal well-being and

freedoms represented by a WHO that will be able to translate its new unchecked and unaccountable

authority into the opportunity to dictate the personal health care of Americans and all of humanity

demands immediate action by Congress. . The people must elect their rulers who are willing to assert

freedom.
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Guillermou

The future must be built by people of good will and their democratically elected representatives, made

up of a powerful community that loves freedom. We have the means to improve the state of the world,

but two conditions are necessary. The �rst is that we all act as stakeholders of larger communities,

that we not only serve our own interest, but we serve the community. We need 'stakeholder

accountability'. And second, that we collaborate on very action and impact oriented initiatives to move

forward as “Door to Freedom” a one stop shop where everyone can learn what the plan is and what we

can do to stop it with the necessary help from freedom of expression organizations. everyone to act in

concert and raise the voice of freedom and respect for human rights
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juststeve

Gui, I have been asked - so, what do they [Para$itic Predator$,] feel we are, those who defy their rules,

regulations, vaccines? They cannot feel they have won over us unless we do nothing to stop them. My

reply; [We are,] the little voice, the feeling maybe we should or should not do something? The just

because you can, doesn't mean you should. Having a conscience. We, together, are the conscience

they do not seem to possess as individuals or as a collective. A challenge to their delusions, hubris.

- We are what they Fear the Most. Somewhere in the back of the minds of the Maintenance Crew, even

some of the 1%, likely realize some of the centuries of 'unintended consequences.' Exposed more now

than usual is how much of it is exactly the intended consequences. Also exposed is our methods, our

drive is to co-create with Creation, with Real Green Deals, nurturing and nourishing Life throughout the

Grand Cycles and Circle of Life. The opposite of the Toxic Chemo Raw Deal hoped to be imposed by

those under an illusion they control any and all things.

The longer, and better we stick with our efforts to expand a Real Deal continues to expose their Raw

Deals. Once again, a simple truth, We Are One Life is being High Jacked and turned upside down to

disguise and promote an agenda of One Health. An agenda anything but Health. An Anti-Life Agenda.

It is for nothing but for Power and Control over less and less. Resist, Make it Local, Make it Real

Locally, Keep it Real Locally.
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Guillermou

Yes, Just, the WHO is the conduit of control of the globalists over humanity. They drain our resources,

serve our enemies, and continue to work to establish a global dictatorship over everyone and

everything. The WHO has many ambitions; but improving our health and supporting our rights are not

among them. The personal well-being and freedoms represented by a WHO that will be able to

translate its new unchecked and unaccountable authority into the opportunity to dictate the personal

health care of Americans and all of humanity demands immediate action by Congress. . Push

vaccinations for all children and adults at gunpoint, threatening parents with arrest and imprisonment

if they refuse.

An education that encourages obedient people instead of independent thinkers. The real goal is never

"equality", but rather the marginalization and shame of anyone who expresses their thoughts. Allow

powerful corporations to take control of the world's water supplies and charge monopoly prices.

Penalize coal, gas and oil while pushing the "green" energy of corporate interests. The WHO is

ignoring messages from citizens around the world who do not want this so-called "treaty".

They continue to plot a global authoritarian dictatorship in the form of their Pandemic Preparedness

Treaty. As the corporate media and governments remain silent on what is happening, WCH Law and

Advocacy Committee member James Roguski is holding a vigil and has issued this update exposing

his backroom deals, secret meetings and dark agenda. . We, that is, every sane human being alive,

must stop them before we, along with our descendants and future generations, experience horrors far

beyond even crimes against humanity. drtrozzi.org/2023/04/05/nb-updates-on-who-strategies-to-

enslave-us/  (2023)
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Cabochon

What happens when you stand up for your rights? You can be excluded, victimised and banned but as

the saying goes, there is no such thing as bad publicity. One sportsman’s refused to divulge his

“vaccination” status prior to entering countries to compete in the sport he excels in. But look at him

now. Once more he has reached the �nal of one of the greatest events in world tennis. In about 10

minutes time he competes in the hope of winning yet another championship to add to his illustrious

career. Lessons learned: stand up for freedom and do not comply. A hero of sport and of resistance to

tyranny.
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Guillermou

Good reference, Cabochon, a great �ght for rights and freedom. Yes, Serbian tennis player Novak

Djokovic was affected by the CDC vaccination requirement. The No. 1 men's tennis player was unable

to play in some US tournaments as he was not injected with the COVID-19 vaccine. But according to

the new rules, he would be able to freely enter and play in major US tournaments starting May 12.

Now the Spanish tennis player Carlos Alcaraz disputes the grand �nal of Wimbledon against Novak

Djokovic after beating the Russian Daniil Medvedev, for which he will play his �rst match for the title

at the All England Tennis Club.

The young Spanish tennis player and number 1 in the ATP ranking will have the toughest possible

hurdle ahead of the 7-time Wimbledon winner. These players had the worst luck: 14 PROFESSIONAL

SOCCER PLAYERS DIED SUDDENLY IN THE PAST SIX MONTHS. FIVE DEAD IN THE MONTH OF JUNE

2023! www.globalresearch.ca/14-professional-soccer-players-died-suddenly-pas..  (03/07/2023) Ms

informacin sobre este texto de origenPara obtener ms informacin sobre la traduccin, se necesita el

texto de origen Enviar comentarios Paneles laterales
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

Carlos Alcaraz, after winning the US Open last year, was alone on the court for a moment and saw a

camera next to him, when he went over to it and blatantly displayed the 666 sign with his

hands/�ngers around his eyes. My husband and I saw this in real time, rewound the section and took

a screen shot, knowing this action by Alcaraz would never see the light of day. He is a bought and sold

individual. Whereas we know Djokovic did not take the jab, we cannot be sure he has not still

acquiesced to anything else. We know that Serbia has handed over many guns very recently by giving

them up to the gov't. I thought that would be the last place that would give up their self defense, after

all the hard times and wars which were perpetrated against them for their Orthodox Christianity and

their failure to bow to Rome. Needless to say, I hope Dkjokovic is able to keep the vile little Carlos

from winning.
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deb7266

I went through this myself for being a holistic and honest doctor. The California Medical Board

investigated me for �ve years. I no longer live in California, but still have a California license, so they also

asked me to come to California for a psychiatric evaluation based on an anonymous complaint (not even

a patient complaint!) that I am "deranged." I refused, but offered to get a psychiatric evaluation from an

academic psychiatrist (if that is what they wanted) within 150 miles of my home. No; that would not do.

They wanted an evaluation by someone they chose.

So just like Dr. Nass, they started going through my records with a �ne tooth comb. They even

subpoenaed the sheriff's o�ce to see if I had been involved in any domestic disputes! They ended up

"�nding" a small infraction that did not impact patient care in any way; analogous to a 5 mile over the limit

speeding ticket. My defense cost over $50,000. The story goes on but I'll stop there. This has happened to

at least two of my friends as well; also holistic, conscientious doctors who are not following the Big

Pharma dictate. These are dark, dark times.
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Guillermou

Unfortunately history is marked by the persecution of great doctors. Going back more than 100 years,

numerous doctors like Coley, Hoffer, Burzynski, Gerson, Burton, Hamer, etc., researchers like Warburg,

Rife, Koch, Naessens, Budwig, etc., have found answers to cancer, however, the Medical Ma�a has

suppressed all of this non-drug cancer knowledge. The reason millions of dollars obtained by the big

pharmaceutical corporations. In return, the widespread use of cancer agents is promoted: junk foods,

chemicals, drugs, pesticides, vaccines, �uoridation, etc., toxic allopathic medicine such as radiation

and chemotherapy.

While Nutritional Medicine, Herbs, Hydrotherapy, Hyperthermia, Cannabis, Diet Therapy, Naturopathy,

Oxygen Therapy, etc., are marginalized by corrupt power. www.whale.to/.../cancer_c.html.-------  This

is the direction of the WHO, to favor tyranny and medicine promoted by Rockefeller. “They're not

talking about health, they're talking about a transfer of wealth.” James Corbett and James Roguski

return to Good Morning CHD’ with Dr. Meryl Nass to chronicle the latest on the WHO and global

control efforts rumble.com/v30635s-global-health-death-trapwith-james-corbett-james-ro..

 (07/15/2023).-------- The World Health Organization and their 194 member nations will be discussing

YOUR future in Geneva over the next two weeks. Please spread the word to help raise awareness

around the world jamesroguski.substack.com/p/the-who-timeline-of-events?utm_source=cros..

 (07/15/2023)
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Almond

I refused to renew my health dept license in the �eld of psychology when I was required, by the state,

to format client data and make it avail 24/7 to the state. This was allegedly for the purpose of

investigating practitioners accused of sexual assault. Let me add that, my profession had an almost

nonexistant level of sexual assault against patients--it was simply not a problem. By and large, we

were the ones that compassionately dealt with such situations. This was merely an excuse to harass

practitioners, violate patient con�dentiality and obtain everyone's records.

It was about control. With private practitioners out of the way, the state stood to pro�t hugely thru the

imposition of new laws and regulations that increased reimbursement form the federal govt for many

mental health services. By requiring more licenses for more subspecialties and more appointments,

they could get more funding reimbursement. This harmed patients by dividing up their care instead of

integrating various needs with a single practitioner.

We could only discuss what we were licensed for. I felt I could no longer practice with autonomy. We

already have plenty of laws and other methods of recourse available in such situations. I realized

there were private things clients would not want disclosed to the state. I still occasionally get called

out of retirement for challenging cases, but must make it clear that I am only acting as a "spiritual"

practitioner nowadays. The loophole in the law is that I can claim I am helping people return to their

path in life and pursue their spiritual destiny.

I can no longer $charge$ (unlicensed), but accept what people are willing and able to "give". My

special areas of expertise were helping schizophrenia patients recover to lead normal lives again and

those dealing with the trauma of late stage cancer. (We also saw many dramatic recoveries!)

Obviously, people like me are a threat to the pharmaceutical industry that keeps patients dependent

on drugs.
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SeeStraight

It's clear from many of the responses that the old/existing system must be thoroughly trashed.

Perhaps some technical and organizational aspects can be retained; practical matters where

experience has shown merit. But the Health Care philosophy, principles and practices should pretty

much eliminated, and a new holistic approach fully �eshed out and implemented.
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Dordee

Thank you for remaining strong! I treat myself these days. No holistic dr nearby. I have found drs from

India, etc. are more likely to ignore some of their rules. Recently I had to go in when had double vision,

possible TIA, low sugar combined with dehydration. The dr ruled out TIA with scan, allowed me to

keep my Eye Support and take it in the hospital. Learn to go under the radar, but be careful of those

posing as patients to trap you. YES, these are dark times! Speeding, if they kept every dr from

practicing because they were speeding, there would be not drs working! Move to Missouri, life is

easier for us here.
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lfmazz

The �rst step in the US is to reject the democrat party in toto. The democrat party is responsible for all of

the nonsense regarding masks, lockdowns, ivermectin, HQ, remdesivir, and mRNA. The next step is to

reinstate Donald Trump to o�ce. He is the only person -- so far -- with the courage and tenacity to do the

things that need to be done. Third the relationship between our public health agencies and the

pharmaceutical industry must be severed; completely. Fourth, transgender ideology is the new COVID. Do

not, for one moment, underestimate the impact that it is having or fail to recognize that things like

"misgendering" and failing to use "preferred pronouns" and failure to provide "gender a�rming care" are

no different than the crimes of "misinformation, disinformation, and malinformation".

Please understand that subscriptions to "Larry's Letters" are free. With respect to severing the relationship

between our public health agencies and the pharmaceutical industry read Larry's Letters here:

https://https://https://https://lawrencemazzuckelli.substack.com  /p/a-modest-proposal-for-righting-the

here: lawrencemazzuckelli.substack.com /p/a-modest-proposal-for-righting-the and here:

lawrencemazzuckelli.substack.com /p/righting-the-ship-part-iii-nih With regard to transgender ideology

read here: lawrencemazzuckelli.substack.com /p/diversity-using-our-children-to-create-253 There is more

as well at: lawrencemazzuckelli.substack.com
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DwayneOxford

Sold out RINOs are our biggest problem. The GOP/RNC is WAAY worse'n useless.
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brianallen1

Ifmazz, many truths to your writings. However, do not be deceived by any politician. Anyone high up

enough to be president is completely bought and sold. Trump is no exception. While he did some

good and less harm than most, he is one of them. He got kicked out of the Club for not following

every order. Now he goes around the country urging people to be vaxxed he desperately wants back

in. Never put your trust in any man or woman.
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doc9838

Stand tall, hold your head up high. You are �ghting for truth, honesty and the human race! Bury yourself

into the bastards like a starving Tick. Every meeting, every deposition, every time you are in court demand

to know who they are working for, who is pulling their strings. Eventually you will get to the person or

persons and when you do shine the light on the insects and watch them scatter like Roaches into the

darkness where they belong. That is when it stops. Evil thrives when good men(and women) do nothing.

Light up the darkness, it's the greatest disinfectant. Find out who is pulling the strings and keep exposing

them.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

Until the world recognizes who pulls the strings, as you so well put it, nothing can be done to stop this

evil power. But the bible and history have long ago identi�ed our enemy as Rome, the seat

[successive] of the papacy and the jesuits who have defended that seat of power for centuries since

the Counter Reformation, 1540. They have been trying for 500+ years to take all power over the entire

world. In 2017, the pope said, "The Reformation is over." He meant that his seat of power has taken

over and now all is in control of the papacy.  Revelation 18:4 calls people to come out of her [that

church of Rome] and further into the chapter we see the complete and utter destruction of Rome, that

city, by leaders of nations.  How do we do this [destroy evil] when all lies are believed and not many

know who is the evil behind everything going on.
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Almond

With all the censorship going on, I have to ask why their opinion is any more important than my opinion

and my right of free speech. Why should my speech be censored and not theirs? Why should any

reasonable discourse be censored? The only reason we have free speech is to say things that are not

politically-correct. If everyone only said what the authorities wanted us to say and think, there would be no

need for a �rst amendment. People, spend some time learning about the places you spend your dollars

and make sure they are businesses you want to support. In other words, $starve$ the beast.

It may not be easy, but it is possible to make a large impact if each of us does more than we are already

doing. Even a 5% drop in revenue is a major concern for a business. As much as possible, support your

local businesses and know the people you are dealing with. The time for fence-sitting is over, both with

businesses and customers. Businesses will have to decide whether they want to risk not getting loans,

and such, if they do not demonstrate that they are woke. I think if I was a corporation, I would be

advertising how “unwoke” I am and take my chances. It would certainly be better than alienating 95%, or

more, of your customers.

Money is the drug of choice of the elites, so you must withdraw it. If you are making a decent living—and

maybe if you are not—it may be worth your time to �nd a good accountant to help prepare your taxes.

Professionals who are knowledgeable about tax laws can save you a lot of money and make sure you get

every exemption allowed. If you �nd the right person, they will easily earn their keep. It will do a lot more

good to keep your earned income circulating on Main Street, rather than �ush it down the WA DC sewer.
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jeherendeen

Some picky points: Catherine Austin Fitts points out that all the corporations have been running on

laundering illegal drug money for a long time now. Also, 3/4 of the American public is living either in

poverty or right on the brink--though that was observed in 2014; it's probably a lot more than that now.
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RichJedi

If you're spiritually aware and have discernment.. Then you'll KNOW that movies like Star Wars and the

Matrix were NOT just entertainment, they were Documentary's. But what's coming... Just watch Star

Wars.. And for the doubters, NO..I don't necessarily mean the technology or LITERAL characters, but their

archetypes in this world ARE coming as they were partially based on historical �gures but even more so in

prophesied biblical person's set to come on the world stage ruling an EVIL Empire that WILL Take over the

World, and yes, this Emperor & his Prophet are shown to have powers to even make �re come down from

heaven and will deceive BILLIONS.

They will do this by the power of demons & Satan Bcuz overall mankind gives a big middle �nger to God &

Truth and since most prefer comfortable LIES God will send them strong delusion that they should believe

it. What Dr. Mercola is talking about in this article on the beginning of this bringing the world's nations

under the Authority of ONE World government, something Alex Jones has been warning vehemently about

for nearly 30 years!

He's talked extensively about how the framework was already in place at least 20 years ago for the UN to

literally take control and that the US had already handed our sovereignty OVER to them decades ago, it's

just in it's Final stages of legality which the TRAITOR Biden & his co conspirators who stole the election

from Trump are currently working on now at well!

The courts, judges, Media, politicians, various government agencies etc are ALL PART of Synagogue of

Satan, Kabalah following Satanists who meet at Bohemian Grove to worship Molech, one of the chief false

gods of ancient times that the Israelites consistently were ensnared by. Soon the Empire will rise out of

the ashes of history One FINAL Time to wreak INCREDIBLE havoc, pain and suffering on a God rejecting

world! Walter Kronkite -Happy to sit at the Right Hand of SATAN https://youtu.be/gqceRP3LiMw
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kdshell1

Remember, fraud negates immunity from prosecution.
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DwayneOxford

Though it be glaring, they deny and MSM covers it over.
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DiaTrig

Thank you, great article! The sooner these evil psychopaths are hanging from a gallows in every town

square, in every country, the better. They seem to have every avenue sown up, but the Cabal have

underestimated the love a signi�cant number of people have for God, their family and their neighbour, and

the uncompromising fear a signi�cant number of people have of being controlled by others.
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sco3869

Either the United State (singular) Government is the cause of this, or it is susceptible to it. If it is the cause

I have no use for it. If it is susceptible I have no use for it. Therefor I have no use for it. It has run its

course. It will be easy to rebuild, since the founding principles are sound and are all that matters.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

The USA is a captured gov't. long ago, in�ltrated just for that purpose alone, to be used by the power

of Rome, to do all their dirty work in the world. History and the bible easily point to this. One book

which can get you going on all this is, "Washington, In the Lap of Rome" by Justin Fulton, 1800's. Also,

"50 years in the Church of Rome", by Charles Chiniquiy, an auto bio of a priest defended successfully

by Lincoln in 1850. Both lay out so much but there is so much which proves that all roads lead to

Rome, the bible is the main one.
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Cabochon

Petition to force a parliamentary debate at least in the UK before illegal transfer of sovereignty to

unelected criminal cabal has reached over 94,000 signatures. 100,000 required to force a debate. Whether

a debate will achieve anything is questionable but if you live in the UK and can sign it, here is the link:-

petition.parliament.uk/petitions/635904?utm_source=substack&utm_me..
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Guillermou

EXPANSIONIST AMBITIONS UNVEILED IN PLAIN SIGHT “If adopted in full, those two draft agreements

will transform the WHO from an international health advisory body of recently chequered history into a

supranational authority with powers to order lockdowns, mandatory testing, travel restrictions and

vaccinations at national and regional levels during a public health emergency of its own declaring.

Among other new powers the organisation will acquire control over the allocation of medical

resources between its member states; it will mandate minimum levels of public spending on

pandemic preparedness and response (the current proposal is to require an eye-watering 5% of

national health budgets plus a yet-to-be-speci�ed percentage of GDP); and it will expand its

censorship activities by “strengthen[ing] capacities to counter misinformation and disinformation”.

Put simply, an astonishing land-grab of national sovereignty and autonomy. The idea to supercharge

the WHO was the brainchild of Boris Johnson, among other esteemed world leaders of the pandemic

era; while one hand tooketh back control the other was giving it away, so the UK Government has

played a visible and supportive role in the negotiations to date.

Then, two weeks ago, responding to concerns raised by a group of back-bench Conservative party

MPs, Andrew Mitchell, the junior Foreign O�ce minister, delivered an ostensibly robust yet curiously

ambiguous reaction to The Telegraph: “We’re clear that we would never agree to anything that crosses

our points of principle on sovereignty or prevents the UK from taking decisive action against future

pandemics”. We’ll �ght them on the beaches if they cross our, erm, points of principle.”

usforthem2020.substack.com/p/parliament-is-playing-catch-up-on?utm_sou..  (06/12/2023)
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Guillermou

YOU STEPPED UP! THE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE MARKED UP THEIR BILL AND THE BUDGET

FOR THE WHO REMAINS AT ZERO! Furthermore, there is also in the bill no money for operationalizing

the Pandemic Treaty unless it goes through the Senate for approval.------ MERYL NASS

merylnass.substack.com/p/you-stepped-up-the-appropriations?utm_source=..  (07/13/2023)
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Cabochon

Contradictory weasel words by o�cialdom can mean anything that governments choose them to

mean. How can the sovereignty of a country remain intact, when a country is subject to international

law? What happens when “international” law con�icts with “domestic” and “national” law? Rule of

thumb: anything touched by Boris must be considered in the light of his WEF associations, his father’s

eugenist connections and supposedly jocular statement about a “weaponised virus getting rid of huge

chunks of the human race”. His party disowned him in the light of Partygate, but like a bad penny he

keeps coming back.

When you sup with the devil, use a long spoon. The o�cial government response given on 4th July

included the following: “The UK Government has a strong commitment and duty to implement

international law that it is subject to. However, we have been clear that the UK will not sign up to any

IHR amendments that would compromise the UK’s ability to take domestic decisions on national

public health measures. There are currently no plans to hold a vote on IHR amendments.

Should the UK Government wish to accept an IHR amendment, then depending on the content of the

respective IHR amendment, changes to domestic law considered necessary or appropriate to re�ect

obligations under the IHR amendment, may be required. The Government would prepare such draft

legislation before Parliament in the usual way. In all circumstances, the sovereignty of the UK

Parliament would remain unchanged, and the UK would remain in control of any future domestic

decisions about national public health measures.”
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antispike

The answer to this dilemma is simple. Elect Donald Trump as the POTUS and cut ties with the WHO like he

did before. We just need to blow out Joe Biden big time so he can't cheat. There may be another pandemic

coming soon so that the leftist can take advantage of the unsecured mail-in ballots. We still need to show

up so that no amount of cheating can overcome the big lead that Trump can get.
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Segstar

Yes but as long as you have those voting machines anything goes....They have the algorithm set so 1

vote for candidate A equals 2 votes for candidate B, so the cabal ALWAYS wins bigly..Best way

forward would be to have strictly paper ballot and one day voting...May the best crook win...
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DwayneOxford

Given most legislators are sold out to lucifer's pharma, hopes there are SMALL. All their crap is sold on

fear. THAT'S what's gotta be overcame, but agin, hopes for that are SMALL. Hosea 4:6 My people are

destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou

shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.

Revelation 21:8 But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers,

and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with �re and

brimstone: which is the second death. Revelation 2:11 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches; He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

Correct. Everything will go according to God's plan, not anyone else. But going against those who are

the strength and force behind all of this without knowing what God has said and is doing, will lead to

failure. All evil power emanates from Rome and the throne there and has for centuries. Rev17 and 18

describes well, the Harlot Church [apostate Roman Catholic Church] and the whore riding the beast,

directing and controlling the world gov'ts. just as a rider does while riding any beast. This power came

into being with the �rst universal bishop of Rome, therefore "the antichrist" because he took the place

of Christ as head of all the Church.....which was Boniface in 606. This is the power which devours the

whole world, the seat, power and authority given by the dragon/satan.
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DwayneOxford

Yup, BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET, when they rolled out the Plandemic, put Jesuit Fauci in charge of

"vaccine" sales, I knew exactly what was happening. Warned all who'd listen, Facebook retaliated. I'm

still off of it. I upgraded from WIN 7 to 10, tried to get back on, they demand an unobscured picture of

an ID(ID theft info) to get back on. They're lucifer's own too.
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nateanthony

ONE HEALTH is Globalist Speak for BIOWARFARE. If everything on this planet is part of One Health then

freedom of speech also is, as well as the 2nd amendment, and the 4th amendment. A healthy person is

one that can speak freely and defend himself against forced or coerced tyranny. Life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness are unalienable rights that are essential for everyone's health. ONE HEALTH is not

conducive to anyone's well-being or health. ONE HEALTH is a sociopathic bunch of bureaucrats who are

nothing more than a criminal protection racket that threatens compliance or they will ruin your life. This

type of organization is criminal and needs to be viewed as such and prosecuted by all legal means.

pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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chiffonoh

I am not going to be singing in this choir. I found this disappointing. I have over the span of decades,

listened to the “the virus is real” and the “virus doesn’t exist” camps. No one has shown any veri�able

evidence that any virus is real, has been properly tested using controlled studies so far. No one has proven

than any alleged virus has made anyone ill. Many studies of contagion have been done, and I have never

heard of any that actually prove contagion. However, numberous studies prove otherwise. Virology is akin

to religion. It is a belief system. The believers do not actually want actual proof that they exist, and I �nd

this disturbing.

Many people simple repeat what they have been told, just like in religions. There is a disctince lack of

curiosity and critical thinking when it comes to viruses. People who believe in viruse seem to not

understand that there are multiple reasons why people can become ill, but under the current “spell” of

viruses, we are somehow supposed to believe that only “the virus” and nothing else can cause illness in

humans, animals, or other life forms. The viruse is the keystone of the entire pHARMaceutical industry.

There is NOTHING that the pHARMAceutical will �ght harder for or to obfuscate the alleged evidence for

than the existence of the magical, mythical virus.

Everything in the vaccine industry revolves around the magical, mythical virus theory. Without the virus,

the entire house of cards collapses. Period. Exposing this is essential to winning. Everything else is a

distraction and a belief system. The vaccine industry is essential to the pHARMaceutical industry. The

word “harm” is embedded in the description of their agenda. No one seems to notice. Without the virus,

there is no need for vaccines. Vaccines create chronic illnesses that give the pHARMaceutical industry an

excuse to create more toxic waste to prescribe to people that at best, treat only symptoms.
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chiffonoh

“Treat” symptoms? What not cure the cause? That is not part of the pHARMaceutical business model,

because healthy people do not need all the the toxic drugs. People mindlessly repeat silly things like

“the virus mutates”. Oh? How does something with not proof of existence mutate? And now we are

told that these magical, mythical viruses jump from animals to humans. I �nd it incredulous how little

people think about what they repeat. Now, after how many thousands or more years have humans and

animals coexisted on this planet without such nonsense? Suddenly, when the vaxx industry is going

full tilt, all kinds of nonsensical magic is taking place because of viruses. Please substitute the word

“unicorn” anywhere you hear the word “virus” and tell me if you notice anything?

Unless believers come to grips with the reality that they have been sold unicorns and they are

behaving irrationally to unicorns, nothing with help us win. EVERYTHING centers around the unicorn

story. Think “The Wizard of Oz”. That story was originally about following the money trail that

controlled people. Follow the unicorn and you will follow the money. This is a war against humanity.

All wars are banksters” wars. It’s time for critical thinking and ditching beloved belief systems. No one

is coming to save us. We are the many stains the few, as Meryl says. But if we all believe in unicorns,

think about the outcome.
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chefdoctor

Joseph, Thank you for touching the "nerve" that connects Americans with the idea of freedom! Robert F.

Kennedy Jr. has been advocating democracy - not the true idea of freedom that the "Founding Fathers"

had in mind as any one can see by reading their written records - quintessentially: the four Organic Laws

for The United States of America (unincorporated). Washington DC has a democracy however Robert does

not make the distinction between DC and the several states within The United States of America

(unincorporated).

Consequently, as long as Robert doesn't make that distinction I for one can not agree to the idea that he is

a quali�ed representative of true freedom. "Public resistance" is a conversation that I can respond to

here.. I agree that "the key ... is to educate people." My suggestion for this education is to start with the

four Organic Laws for The United States of America and begin with the �rst Organic Law know as: "The

Declaration of Independence." Also see: www.curezone.org/.../fm.asp  -
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rickaldinecomcast.net

Honestly, how di�cult would it be to simply “euthanize” these globalist satanites?
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grilly111

Um ..you'd need a private army of Wagner-style assassins to accomplish that ..they are diverse ..only

time you might get a partial clean sweep chance would be on the odd (or the well-known annual

Swiss) occasion they gather together for policies' tweaking.. maybe
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dfarrich

They may have their bunkers, but we have... LOL
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johnpage

The rebellion has begun. time to stand for your truths. long live freedom.
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grilly111

Dr Meryl Nass, what courage you possess..! You are a CHAMPION..! ..standing up strong against

organized institutional thugs takes backbone and a righteous tenacity for truth and justice evidently

burning within you! ..i would like to share by way of encouragement a not very dissimilar legal situation

that i chose to take on conjointly against two of the most powerful Government bodies in NZ.. one of them

a huge Ministry, and the other a vast Corporation ..i called them as joint-respondents to account in public

Court ..it took six years' of side-stepping, adjournments, extensions, a�davits, experts' refutations many

of ..until they �nally buckled seven days before the �nal date for a FIRST public hearing, because they

knew they were going to be exposed to be manipulating institutional liars.

They were always counting on my buckling under continuous pressure of perpetuating a�davited and

knowing open falsehoods, and successive bought and paid for 'medical expert' deceits.. knowing the

mounting costs on all sides would bring about bankruptcy and the loss of all i owned should have i have

permitted these liars to triumph, and it was THEY who �nally backed down, ceased lying, acquiesced to

settle, AND pay ALL costs!

This, because they did NOT wish to be exposed in a public Courtroom with independent investigative

reporting present. Never agree to a closed hearing! They will just keep on lying, and the most damaging

lying will come from the High Court judge itself in the closing statement from the Bench!! It is a closed

and owned system from the top to the bottom. The public NEEDS to be involved. That is the safety valve

for people such as ourselves.
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mtr50325

From the Library of Congress...  In 1777 at Valley Forge, General George Washington was visited by an

Angel who gave him 3 visions. First, that America would win the Revolution and would be united. Second,

there would be a battle that would end slavery. Third, there would be a much greater battle against all the

nations that would be conspiring to take down the United States. I believe this is now and includes the UN

and the WHO. The Angel then said that although this Epic Battle would be the most di�cult of the three,

America would prevail and would always stay United!!! To listen to the detail on this, check out

www.godinanutshell.com/video-archive/georgewashingtonandtheprophecyof1..
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iam4healingprotonmail.co

Yes, perhaps the most important issue is to stop the WHO from taking over our health. Without health

freedom, there is no freedom. No tyranny!
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mar9779

Very interesting. I just tried to subscribe to the Door to Freedom site on Safari and was rejected 3 times

using different paths each time. Then tried subscribing using Brave and subscribed with no problems.
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DwayneOxford

LOVE Brave!!
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AlisonWunderland

I am glad there are people like Dr Nass and Dr Mercola attempting to expose this horrendous future

planned by the “Elite”. As this global take over has been planned long ago, it is important not to miss the

root intention and the intenders. Even in recent history their attempts have been thwarted even though

partially successful. Just for instance in the 20th century, THEY organised WWl for 2 main reasons. First,

to get rid of as many young white males as possible. Second, as a blind to take over Russia without

intervention from European countries. THEY planned another war 21 years later to kill off the male

offspring of the survivors of WWl. As none of these events completely ful�lled THEIR plans, THEY were

eager to use the new weapon of mass destruction, the hydrogen bomb.

First THEY tried it with the Suez crisis in the 50s, next they tried it with the Cuba crisis in the 60s. It �nally

dawned on THEM that to use nuclear weapons not only caused mass destruction of the infrastructure, but

there was a danger that THEY themselves would not survive. Other methods were needed, something like

a myxomatosis for humans. The attached presentation, created 25 years ago, has undergone several

iterations losing some of the formatting and the links contained within it. This is just one of many

presentations from an interactive CD. www.dropbox.com/scl/�/nk9dihoo1yb294mq8jr4g/sldsho3a.ppt?

rlkey=oallxb..
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scr4024

I noticed they were changing all doctors to hospitalists about 10 years ago. I knew they were up to

something when private practice doctors could no longer come to the hospitals to see their patients. This

was not for the bene�t of the patient.
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Its_All_Light

Dr. Mercola, you are one of the sane people who keeps me going each day. I think I would have given up by

now if it weren't for people like you. I'm surrounded by brainwashed people, with only a few awake here

and there.  It's so painful to live with, especially when it's your loved ones, who think they know the world

because they listen to mainstream propaganda and believe they know what's going on in the world and

think that we are nut cases. This is happening in every family and there's something profoundly spiritual

about that. It's almost like seeds were planted strategically or perhaps it's just that I see patterns. The only

thing that keeps me going these days is checking in with awake people and knowing the spiritual reality

behind all of it and that love, ultimately conquers all. The physical aspect of life on Earth is the challenge,

and on a level that we've never known.
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jeherendeen

re: " you can always �nd viruses that have the potential to become pandemics ... " No, you can't. Talk to

Stefan Lanka.
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Bond007

I wonder if doctors who know the truth, if they stood for their convictions, even though being afraid of

losing their licences, how long would it be before people started to protest?
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robertgipsoncomcast.net

This article suggests that the solution is new laws. Problem is, all of Congress is corrupt. It is Congress

who passed the indemni�cation loopholes. With full understanding, malice and forethought. So, relying on

Congress is not the solution.  What we need is more of this:

www.vzmessages.com/.../128a698bad57d726a0a7cf3fac927b4bcc83a171

 theleadingreport.com/2023/07/14/�orida-county-passe-vote-deeming-covi..  Incidentally (and

appropriately), just two days ago was Bastille Day.
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correspondencecommitte

Rise up? Wake up. The land of the free, let alone the rest of the world it's always bombing somewhere, has

been enslaved a long time to a social system reducing people to parts in the machinery of production,

particularly as consumers whose only exercise of choice is in marketplaces controlled by monopoly

capitalism, depoliticized of any sense of moral agency and responsibility as citizens (of the world). It's

called the Amerikan Dream, because you have to be asleep to believe its lies. The bottom line is who

controls resources and the means of existence.

The nightmare now unfolding on a prison planet climaxes a less than human history coincident with

what's been called civilization by the victors of class war against the masses of us, whose labor and lives

have been sacri�ced for millennia, so the few can enjoy parasitical, predatory privileges of rule. Who any

longer cares about class enough to do the hard work of creating communal and collective alternatives to

such a social system as systemically starves our own kind?

Instead, we the people keep dutifully marching into courts for justice, or wherever ruling institutions of

organized crime prevail, seeking solutions from the very sources of our problems. Or we rattle the bars of

our digital cage, keyboard activists locked away in atomized alienation, ghosts in the machine. Rising up

means no less than social revolution. But in a dog-eat-dog society, who remains to resist when organized

solidarity for more egalitarian relations among us has disappeared?
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Catlu1732

I've been asking for the last 3 years....what happened to the Nuremberg Code??!! And what happened to

the Global or World Criminal Court (can't remember its exact name) court case, that an attorney in the UK

�led against the cabal? Were they paid off as well? I have read of other doctors that had the same thing

happen to them that Dr Nass had happen, but I'm not sure how their battle is going. Everything was

already so depressing, that I didn't take notes on each of these people. Somehow I just thought they would

go have their fake psych consult and then go back to practicing medicine.

I guess not. But I would like to know about them, and think someone should �nd them and introduce them

to Dr Nass and the Door to Freedom website. My next thought was the little Hitler's in each government.

We know Canada's little Hitler is Trudeau. There should be someone else in each government that should

be told of what's going on, so they might save their country. I dream big don't I? I even thought Prince

William (of the UK) could be told, even though they aren't truly in the law making government, surely their

opinion must mean something?
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Its_All_Light

The problem is, Prince William has recently joined forces with Jacinda Ardern, for his Earthshot

project. He obviously doesn't know what she is. His father, King Charles, is embroiled in the World

Economic Forum and a 'pal' of Klaus Schwab, spouting the same rhetoric. I'm undecided if he is part

of the cabal, or if he is just naive. I used to admire his stand on environmental issues and his support

of organic farming, but now with his joining forces with the WEF, I no longer support him. The royal

family have such a sheltered and unusual life that they can be prey to in�uences the rest of us would

have our guard up against.

I hope Charles is just naive, but that has yet to be substantiated. My feeling is that he can't be trusted.

As for William, it seems to me he is just naive. The royal family are the last in line to reveal anything

truthful about what's going on in the world. It would mean the end of them if they did but because

they've been so sheltered, it's doubtful they would believe it anyway.
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grilly111

..sadly the leaders of countries are all implicit ..they have been purchased long ago ..if they renege

they are promptly got rid of like Bolsonaro.. the present leader of Russia is the only one who seems

not to want to be part of their global control cartel..
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Greebo

An outstanding article! Thank you! Thank you also for explaining the horri�c position that our physicians

are now in. If they actually practice good medicine, they will lose their licenses & no longer be able to treat

ANYONE for anything, & we will loose access to good physicians! I suspect that many have privately

decided to just do what they can, to work around the politicians' dictates of how they are allowed to treat

US citizens. If they stay out of the political battle for control of medicine by Big Pharma & its politician

puppets, they will be able to, at the least, treat some patients for some maladies. This is not actually a

new development as physicians who successfully treat cancer have been under this threat for decades &

many have been destroyed by having their licenses taken for curing hundreds of patients who would have

died otherwise.

Both our legal system & our medical systems are being used AGAINST US citizens instead of protecting

them. They will not improve unless the people take decisive action to OWN them for the bene�t of ALL of

us. To do that, we will need to restore our Constitutional Republic & insure that our accelerator process is

honest, secure & elects actual REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE, instead of a government chosen by

those who count the vote.
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Casimcea

"We need to pass new laws that eliminate all of these indemni�cations so that we can retroactively take

them to court for the crimes they’ve committed". NO !!!!!! "WE" have all the laws we need, and then some.

Laws reside in virtual reality and they are not worth the papers they are written on, WITHOUT the

enforcement element (police) which resides in the physical reality. When the Founding Fathers realized

that petitioning the government in a most humble way did not produce any results, George Washington

petitioned the government by other means. Keep in mind that Biden or any other psychopathic entity WILL

NOT knock on your door or ENFORCE any of the tyrannical "laws".

They will use the police force and even the military to enslave us. The police and the military come from

among OUR RANKS. So, for all practical purposes, the "establishment" is not the problem. The second

amendment is the "establishment's problem. Our problem is to get through education to the police force.

Violating the oath of o�ce is A FELONY with penalties all the way to treason. These laws ARE already in

the books. So, do we need more laws or more friendly guns to enforce existing laws?
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craigcam

The Brevard County Republican Executive Committee just broke the dam on deadly mRNA Covid

bioweapon fraud. It used to be that trends began in California. That's done. Because of the number of

talented conservative thought leaders who moved to Florida to escape democrap cesspools in illinois,

new york and california, Florida will be the new trendsetter state. The complete statement by the

Republican leadership is a smashing indictment of the entire u.s. fraud government including the defense

department and law enforcement agencies and the bulk of u.s. corporations and medical industry. "The

committee’s letter presents a list of shocking revelations against COVID and COVID-19 vaccines, arguing

they were “biological and technological weapons” and that there is “strong and credible evidence” that

they “alter human DNA.” The letter claims that the COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent vaccination

campaign have been manipulated and misrepresented by government agencies, fake news media, and

tech corporations.

It criticizes the mandates and restrictions placed by the Biden administration and argues against the

safety and e�cacy of the vaccines, alluding to a violation of the Nuremberg Code. The letter includes

claims about the P�zer vaccine’s clinical data, suggesting it has caused thousands of adverse incidents

and deaths." www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/07/�orida-county-declares-covid-19-mrna..
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Clh8735

I have been reading information from StopWorldControl that has everything they expose fact checked!!!!

Totally respect and shocked at Dr.Mercola’s information and what SWC offers ..especially about the

history of the wealth ..satanic ritualsto buying every possible angle to create control/money/dominance

but hiding in the background and propaganda the info to make these elites look like saviorsphilanthropists

..even devising the Bible to their desired outcomes to the end of the world theory!!! SWC is currently

interviewing whistleblowers who were involved with the satanic groupsthe sex tra�cking, sacri�cing is

horrendous!!!

So I recommend researching ALL the info StopWorldControl offers also! Just had a post about their

review of the movie..Sound of Freedom! Yes it exposes one man’s experience with sex tra�cking ..also

awakening masses of this evil business butonly giving black men in jungles responsible.but it goes

much..much deeper with what SWC exposes! It sickens memy heart is breaking reading of these

monsters rituals and such a secret society involving people of every wealth status to the top educated!

Their years of dominating control in agency after agencygovernments across the worldtheir monies of

surmountable amountshas them in a very strong positionfeeling even with our strength in numbersWill

not stop this evil madnessSo many of these groups �ghting for our rights/freedoms/sovereignty need

donations to continue!!!!

So many can’t pay bills alreadyno emergency funds/savings to wonder how these groups can survive that

rely on donations!!’ In the end it will be in God’s hands..�nd your way to God..repent and pray light defeats

the evil dark in the world!!!
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dr.silkworth

Dr. Mercola, Apologize no more for your use of the term “elites” The late GREAT American sociologist

C.Wright Mills, of Columbia University, authored the term into popular existence with the publication of his

most important work; “The Power Elite” back in 1956. There are numerous other volumes describing “ the

elites” from highly regarded, reputable and celebrated authors over the last few centuries as well.

Desmond Morris, Thorstein Veblen, Alvin To�er, Ferdinand Lundberg, and a professor of President Bill

Clinton; Dr. Carroll Quigley of Harvard and Georgetown to name but a few. Aldous Huxley wrote “Brave

New World” in 1932 to warn us “plebes” about the coming maelstrom. Don’t be intimidated by a few plebe

readers who sound reasonable when they feign objection to the concept of elites. They know !!!
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This isnt' hard to �gure out. It all goes back to them wanting to preserve as much oil, natural gas, and

hydrogen for as long as possible. I've posted on this site about it several times. We stink at space travel,

we can't leave earth orbit, and it turns the cabal into psychopaths, agents of evil, away from God/The

Source/creator/Divine, whatever your de�ntion. Keep your pineal gland decalci�ed and don't lose your

spirituality. The Millennium Alliance for Humanity and the Biosphere (MAHB) reports that gas will be gone

by the year 2060.

The MAHB also forecasts the end of oil will occur by 2052, and coal by 2090. How do they extend those

timelines? Depopulation (that's number one), mass incarceration (another form of depopulation), 15-

minute cities (another form of incarceration), debiltate populations with frankenfoods, get them hooked

on drugs (i.e. heroin) and debilitate and mass incarcerate that way, and you can �gure out the rest. It's just

logic. It's been right in front of our face since 9/11 and it went nuclear with the pandemic.

Every single agenda of the NWO goes back to this, whether it be geoengineering, the climate change

narrative, scam/plandemics, poisons in everything, EMF, etc. Wake up your neighbors. If U.S. citizens still

have constitutional rights, the people have to pay attention, or they can slowly be stripped away without

them knowing. This link should terrify anybody, if you believe in freedom, love and a higher power. Pass it

along: actualactivists.com/.../15-minute-city
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gup5336

I just don't see how this will work given that they can print all the money they want and use the military

against us?
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robbie2u

The unlawful policies and regulations being fought in court after they have been implemented for some

time are a strategy that allows them to ignore your rights. They would rather take the chance and apply

these draconian policies and then face the consequences later in court. The verdict may be only a slap on

the wrist for them and you broke. Deterring them from this strategy may become necessary. Court

remedies may not be enough. The fear of poor public relations and reputation should be used against

them so the weaponizing of these court battles is not what they would expect.

If they lose in court and can keep it from the public, they would consider that a win. But if it is used for

marketing and public relations against them which could cause political provocation then they may think

twice before implementing these policies and having to face the courts as a consequence. What will deter

them from implanting these policies in the �rst place is the true issue. Possibly new laws proposed by

those opposing or the next election candidacy, political strategies and new lobby groups.
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msh3453

What it will all come down to in my view is the 30% of us who are not brainwashed and can still smell rats

will be the last to go down. It will all come down to what are we willing to live without and to sacri�ce to

�ght the �ght for our freedom knowing what we are up against. Most will give in when things become

uncomfortable and scary... others won’t have a choice but to go along with the cabal’s orders. Who would

really want to live according to their demands....eating bugs, owning nothing, being a slave and cyborg.

 Stay the course and don’t give in no matter how tough it gets!!!
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tomashull

I'm just as sceptical as Dr. Mercola, for different reasons, that nothing will be done to prevent WHO's

takeover. However, WHO has no enforcing power to go after the nations that will not abide by the rules. So,

it is inevitable that UN will have to get on the board sooner or later to exercise their authority. WHO is just

an offshoot of UN anyways. There is a hidden agenda most don't realize yet. When the dust settles down

after what they are after " Those who don't believe in God will have no choice but to believe in the Devil..."
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DumptheFed

Excellent interview, You talk about the evil people using our money against us? More laws will NOT work.

Cut the head off the snake. Americans stop paying taxes.
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blomgren

Impeach44.com is another way to �x soo many of these wrongs. We now have precedence.
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SeeStraight

If anyone still clings to some belief in having mercy on the perps, you need to get out of the way.
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Macskak

Brian Allen - cannot you construct a Faraday cage and be in it until the hottest weather passes?
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brianallen1

I have tried many re�ectng materials. What this unit is radiating goes right through them! I can block

out most RF's from entering the home but can't stop this unit. Even when off!
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pth888

Guillermou, the history of Hyppocratic Oath is obscured & badly needs clari�cation. Most stuff on the

Internet is just regurgitation of general information. What is generally admitted is that the Oath resurfaced

in Germany in Wittenberg in 1508 after being forgotten for 1500 years. It was translated into English in

1700’s. It originated via various routes & sources like Aristophanes’ play Women at the Thesmophoria. In

9th century it was translated into Arabic and Syriac. In 13th century pope John XXI integrated translations

into various medical texts. Medieval forms were derived from various documents found in the Vatican

Library codeces.

— www.scielo.br/j/bioet/a/hs97HyDW3bhdrfjS8vD73tK/?format=pdf&lang=e..  It is clear that the various

forms of Oath were ALL of this Greco-Syrian-Arabic-Islamic-Jewish-Christian origin! ( Maimonides

adopted a similar pro-life Jewish version.) With the various early Italian and French universities the

Catholic Church was instrumental in founding hospitals and medical science and propagated this form of

Oath. At some point in the 20th century there was a dramatic shift towards modiftying and abolishing the

Oath. — www.einsteinmed.edu/.../page41_page44.pdf  Before Covid it was concluded that Oath was

loosing relevance, and new “humanitarian” interpretation emerged, which includes “dying with dignity” or

euthanasia.

Oath is supposedly “paternalistic”, not “art” anymore, just a ”service rendered”. Experts are implying that

the “informed consent” is also outdated: “In the modern history, particularly in the Nazi era, scientists of

the Schutzstaffel conducted experiments without informed consent. These doctors acted “according to

the best of their ability and judgement.” — www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6482690  It is very convenient for

the Malthusian depopulation jabbers to abolish the “culture of life” approach to medicine and substitute it

with a money-making Nazi scheme of medicine!
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dso9183

At this point in time (2023), the evil cabal is largely transparent: "elite" operatives are essentially telling us

what they plan to do. Nonetheless, many folks still can't hear or see and instead feel more comforted by

criticizing ones who are attempting to circumvent a feudal-like disaster.  I am beginning to lose my faith in

"We the People."  Mikki Willis' documentary, "The Great Awakening," was certainly encouraging to watch.

However, the awakening he speaks of is regrettably not apparent in my area of the nation.
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robbie2u

You are attempting to challenge belief systems. If a person loses their belief system, then it will cause

mental trauma which the person will resist being put in that state of lostness. If you break their beliefs,

you must also offer them some alternative or positive persuasion as well. Negative criticism must not be

the end intent as they may resist making them feel this way. The upside of telling the truth, good

judgement, transparency and standing up for one’s self. It is what we teach our children is it not otherwise

don’t and see what happens to your kids.
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Eve52348

"We need to pass new laws that eliminate all these indemni�cations, so that we can retroactively take

them to court for the crimes they’ve committed." It is hauntingly Stalinistic and unAmerican to pass laws

and enforce them retroactively. We can get them with existing Fraud laws and I'm afraid we are limited to

that under our completely broken, invaded, and captured system. Traditionally, wars break out when

countries �nally sense their imminent demise by foreign warlords.
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DwayneOxford

When most legislators are sold out to lucifer's pharma...
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JERSEYTONY

Dr Kory's Clinic  can help us   https://drpierrekory.com/
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zin7484

Great news! Thank you Dr Mercola and others for all what you do.
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my_RNA_DNA

The entire bottom line is that these insane megalomaniacs want us dead and gone. As populations grew

and expanded and economic activity increased, these crooks made huge amounts of money on the backs

of our spending and consumerism. Now these turds think that everything will stay the same after 6-7

billion people are erased from existence. It doesn't work that way. Economics and wealth creation are

always subject to the forces of supply and demand and the growth of populations. Take a look around the

world and you are hard pressed to �nd anyone in government with half the sense of a rock.
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DrLizbeth

Nazi�ed Globalist tyranny is dedicated to population reduction (Depopulation). Their agenda (UN, WHO,

WEF) involves direct assault with bioweapons (i.e., genetic therapy pseudo-vaccines) that kill, injure and

cause infertility; toxic compounds in water/food; climatism farce to decrease energy and food supply to

create poverty and starve people; promotion of abortion and sexual "maleducation" (propaganda) of

minors promoting "gender �uidity," trans sterility, debasement of human sexuality and getting rid of the

traditional family and parental authority; promote acceptance of pedophilia; recon�guration of the

meaning of "human rights." It automatically denounces basic biology, religion and traditional morals.

Excellent video interview of Dr. Rima Leibow by Alex Jones: madmaxworld.tv/watch
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meb3241

RFK for president & Dr. Meryl his VP..
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